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Did you start to feel like you were ‘making it?’ ” I asked four-time Tony nominee Raúl Esparza, about landing his Broadway debut as a lead in “The Rocky Horror Show.” “No, not at all,” he replied ...
Why All 7 of These Broadway Greats Will Never Feel Like They’ve ‘Made It’
The new edition of Acting in Musical Theatre was released on April 28, 2021 and is available wherever books are sold.
Acting In Musical Theatre: A Comprehensive Course Releases An Expanded And Updated Third Edition
Just as all of these signals promise a delight to come, the Broadway Theatre League of NEPA offered good news of its own this week. “We’re excited about the season coming back,” executive director ...
Broadway returning to Scranton
Lately, those critical of Broadway theater say it compromises art and hurts artists. Karen Olivo quit the cast of “Moulin Rouge!" But consider this ...
Column: Broadway’s capitalist model isn’t perfect, but here’s why it works, and what can be fixed
Naturally, viewers have been left asking whether series seven is on the horizon. While it’s not been confirmed just yet, we’ve got everything you need to know about what’s been said. Speaking ahead of ...
Line Of Duty: Will there be a series 7? All that’s been said so far
Park Playhouse, Central Florida's professional musical theatre, will return to the stage with their third production in the theatre's 2021 Series of Professional Musicals. Five Course Love will run ...
FIVE COURSE LOVE to be Presented Live at Winter Park Playhouse
Michael Kors loves fashion, but he also loves the Broadway theater. He celebrated that love as he marked his 40th anniversary as a designer this week, with a show that showcased the razzle-dazzle of ...
Kors Marks 40th Anniversary With Love Letter to Broadway
In 2020, events big and small were forced to cancel, change and modify. Lubbock’s 4th on Broadway, rescheduled last year and then adapted for a successful television format, ...
4th on Broadway taking Sonic Parade on safer, greener and more practical route for 2021
In the wake of a new CEO and the Covid-19 crisis, executive Tina Edmundson says the way we travel is changing before our eyes.
Marriott Eyes Rewards, All-Inclusives in Cautious Travel Rebound
Trying to keep track of all the City Council races? Check out our dedicated Council Countdown section. We've partnered with City Limits, Gotham Gazette, and the Queens Daily Eagle for top notch local ...
It’s crowded in the race for the City Council District 7 seat
Of course, in order to write a book about the staying power of Oz, we had to delve into Baum’s life and work,” says Aronstein, a UW professor of English. “And the first several chapters deal ...
UW Professors provide narration for "American Oz" program about L. Frank Baum
Letting the world see your failures is usually something most people try to avoid. Not for theatrical poster designer Frank Verlizzo — he hopes you'll put ...
Rejected Broadway posters on sale to help theater community
In an earlier chapter ... all of us, but it has been particularly hard on these folks. The shops and restaurants saw their customers disappear overnight. I remember standing at Pearl and Broadway ...
Sean Maher: “It is not the right time”
Hertz Global Holdings Inc. (OTCPK:HTZGQ) (“Hertz” or the “Company”) confirmed today that it has received a revised proposal from affiliates of Knighthead Capital Management LLC, Certares Opportunities ...
Hertz Confirms Receipt Of Revised Reorganization Proposal For Its Chapter 11 Exit
"There's all these little things that ... and there has never been a significant health issue." Of course, Grignard isn't only offering its product to Broadway. EPA's emergency exemption for ...
Could EPA-approved 'fog juice' bring Broadway back?
Selbyville, Delaware Market Study Report LLC: The research report on 'Early Education Course market' scrutinizes ...
Early Education Course Market 2020 by Manufacturers Regions Type and Application Forecast to 2025
For a precious hour Saturday afternoon, Broadway ... all arrive at his humble abode and then smack each other down as they compete for his favor in front of his fridge. It was a comic affair, of ...
For one day, Broadway is back as top stars take stage in pop-up show
OK, let’s try this again. A little more than 13 months after unveiling its since-canceled 2020-2021 KeyBank Broadway Series, Cleveland’s Playhouse Square announced a similar-if-scaled-down ...
Playhouse Square’s 2021-2022 Broadway Series boasts ‘Frozen,’ ‘Mockingbird,’ ‘The Prom,’ ‘Pretty Woman’
And all this is even though the Kennedy Center has said that audiences will need to wear masks. (Broadway and Broadway ... division than with health, of course. But it bolsters the argument ...
Column: Next problem for the arts is getting audiences to trust the vaccine
It is an exciting event for the community theatre and for audiences who have pined for Broadway musicals for more than a year. Of course ... and $7 for children 12 and younger. All tickets ...
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